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Distinct Influence of Hand Posture on Cortical Activity
during Human Grasping
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We recently showed that subcortical circuits contribute to control the gain of motor cortical inputs to spinal motoneurons during
precision grip of a small object. Here, we examine whether the involvement of the motor cortex could be revealed by grasping with
different hand postures. Using noninvasive cortical, cervicomedullary, and peripheral nerve stimulation we examined in humans motor-
evoked potentials (MEPs) and the activity in intracortical circuits (suppression of voluntary electromyography) and spinal motoneurons
(F-waves) in intrinsic hand muscles when grasping a 6 mm cylinder with the index finger and thumb while the hand was held in the neutral
position or during full pronation and supination. We demonstrate that the size of cortically evoked MEPs in the first dorsal interosseous,
but not in the abductor pollicis brevis and abductor digit minimi muscles, was reduced to a similar extent during grasping with the hand
pronated or supinated compared with the neutral position. Notably, the suppression of MEPs was present from the MEP onset, suggesting
that indirect corticospinal pathways were less likely to be involved than direct connections. There was less intracortical inhibition
targeting the first dorsal interosseous during hand pronation and supination compared with neutral and this negatively correlated with
changes in MEP size. In contrast, cervicomedullary MEPs and F-waves remained unchanged across conditions, as did MEPs evoked
during unopposed weak flexion of the index finger. Our findings reveal a distinct influence of the posture of the hand on the activity of
cortical pathways controlling different hand muscles during grasping.
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Introduction
Anatomical and electrophysiological studies have shown that
corticospinal neurons from the motor cortex, particularly cor-
ticomotoneuronal cells, make a crucial contribution to the
execution of grasping with the index finger and thumb
(Lemon, 2008). Recent studies showed that subcortical net-
works also modulate the excitability of spinal motoneurons
during a precision grip task in nonhuman primates (Takei and
Seki, 2010, 2013) and in humans (Bunday et al., 2014). How-
ever, the role of the cortical and subcortical networks may
differ. The activity of neurons from the motor cortex reflects,
in part, the generation of actions in terms of extrinsic space
coordinates related to hand motion (Georgopoulos et al.,
1982; Kakei et al., 1999), whereas spinal interneurons are more
widely activated during voluntary movement (Fetz et al.,
2000). The aim of the present experiments was to provide
further evidence for a dual level of cortical and spinal control
in human precision grip.

In a previous study (Bunday et al., 2014), we explored the role
of spinal, probably GABAb-ergic, circuits in modulating the gain
of cortical input to spinal motoneurons during static precision
grip of a small object. The later portion of the electromyographic
(EMG) activity evoked during precision grip by transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) of motor cortex or by transmastoi-
dal electrical stimulation of corticospinal axons in the brainstem
was smaller compared with that evoked during unopposed index
finger abduction. We proposed that this type of precision grip
suppressed transmission in probable disynaptic or polysynaptic
corticospinal inputs to hand motoneurons, effectively increasing
the role of direct monosynaptic corticomotoneuronal inputs.
However, there was no evidence for changes in excitability within
the motor cortex itself. The present experiments show that such
effects can be revealed by performing the same grip in different
hand postures.

In nonhuman primates, evidence showed that the discharge
rate of corticospinal cells varies by changing the direction of a
finger movement (Schwartz, 1992) and the position of the wrist
joint (Thach, 1978). The coordinated activity between the wrist
and fingers during precision grip relies on the integrity of the
motor cortex (Rouiller et al., 1998). In agreement, human studies
showed that wrist flexion and extension result in distinct changes
in corticospinal excitability in the index finger muscle during a
precision grip task (Gagné and Schneider, 2007). Indeed, corti-
cospinal excitability in hand muscles is also modulated to a dif-
ferent extent by changing the orientation of the shoulder joint in
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opposite directions (Dominici et al., 2005). However, these latter
studies in humans did not distinguish between changes in excit-
ability at cortical or spinal levels, referring only to changes in
“corticospinal excitability.” In the present experiments, we there-
fore probed cortical and spinal changes in motor transmission
when participants grasped a small object using a precision grip
with the hand oriented in the vertical compared with the hori-
zontal plane. Because intracortical circuits contribute to modu-
late corticospinal drive during hand motor skills (Nordstrom and
Butler, 2002) and the directional tuning of corticospinal cells
(Mahan and Georgopoulos, 2013), we also expected accompany-
ing changes in the activity of intracortical circuits, as measured by
the suppression of voluntary electromyography (svEMG; Butler
et al., 2007).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Nineteen healthy control subjects (mean age � 29.5 � 8.4 years;
11 male, 3 left-handed) participated in the study. All subjects gave in-
formed consent to experimental procedures, which were approved by the
local ethics committee at the University College London and at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. All subjects participated in two experimental ses-
sion and a subgroup of them in three sessions.

Recordings. In all subjects EMG was recorded from the first dorsal
interosseous (FDI), abductor pollicis brevis (APB), and the abductor
digiti minimi (ADM) of the dominant side through surface electrodes
secured to the skin over the belly of each muscle (Ag–AgCl, 10 mm
diameter). In an additional control experiment (n � 7), EMG was also
recorded from the pronator teres (PT), long head of the biceps (LB), and
brachioradialis (BR) of the dominant side. The signals were amplified,
filtered (30 –1000 Hz), and sampled at 5 kHz for off-line analysis (Cam-
bridge Electronic Design micro1401 with Signal software v4.1).

Experimental setup. Fifteen subjects performed grasping (Fig. 1) while
seated in an armchair with both arms flexed at the elbow by 90° with
forearms resting on a pillow. During grasping, subjects were instructed to
hold a small cylinder (diameter: 6 mm; length: 31 mm; mass: 1.36 g)
between the index finger and thumb while the hand was held in the
neutral position (Fig. 1A) or during full pronation (Fig. 1B) and supina-
tion (Fig. 1C). The instruction for the subjects was to maintain the cyl-
inder in each position with the minimal amount of EMG activity in both
fingers referred to as “natural precision grip”. At the start of the experi-
ment subjects performed two brief maximal voluntary contractions
(MVCs; 3–5 s) with the index finger into abduction, thumb into abduc-
tion, and with the little finger into adduction, separated by 30 – 60 s of
rest. MVCs were quantified using background EMG activity in each mus-
cle tested. During index and little finger abduction, subjects were in-
structed to press with the index and little finger against a custom lever or
the experimenter into the abduction direction with the forearm pronated
and supinated, respectively, and the hand stabilized by the experimenter
or the wrist restrained by straps. During thumb abduction, subjects were
instructed to press with the thumb against the experimenter into the
abduction direction with the forearm supinated and the hand stabilized
by the experimenter or the wrist restrained by straps. A familiarization
trial was completed at the beginning of each experiment to ensure that
subjects were able to match EMG activity in the FDI muscle during all
tasks. For this purpose, mean rectified EMG activity in the FDI muscle
was shown online on a computer screen located in front of subjects using
Signal software. Here, individual frames of 4 s duration showed the mean
rectified EMG activity in the FDI muscle for 1 s trial by trial and a cursor
region option showed the numeric value for EMG activity in individual
trials. During familiarization, subjects were asked to hold the pin be-
tween the index and thumb in each of the positions and then the minimal
amount of EMG activity at which individuals could maintain comfort-
able similar background in the FDI muscle across gripping tasks was
determined. Tasks were completed in a pseudorandomized order. Mean
rectified EMG activity from the FDI muscle was displayed continuously
on a computer screen positioned in front of the subjects and verbal
feedback was provided to ensure that physiological measurements in the

FDI were acquired at similar EMG background at all times. In a control
experiment (n � 8), the elbow was flexed and the hand was maintained in
the vertical position with the hand straight. Here, a small amount of force
was generated with the index finger into flexion with the forearm in
neutral position, pronated, and supinated to avoid the effect of gravity
and test for nonspecific effects related to hand posture and force direc-
tion. A total of 8.1% trials in which mean rectified EMG activity exceeded
�1.5 SD of the average contracting mean rectified EMG, measured 100
ms before the stimulus artifact, were excluded from further analysis. The
coefficient-of-variation (CV) of EMG (SD/mean EMG) signals was mea-
sured from the FDI, APB, and ADM muscles during all tasks. EMG was
rectified and averaged 100 ms before TMS for each trial.

Figure 1. Experimental setup. Schematic of the hand posture when grasping a small cylinder
between the index finger and thumb with the hand in the neutral position (A) or during full
pronation (B) and supination (C).
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TMS. Transcranial magnetic stimuli were delivered from a Magstim
200 stimulator (Magstim) through a figure-eight coil with a monophasic
current waveform. TMS was delivered to the optimal scalp position for
activating the FDI ensuring the motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) were
present in APB and ADM muscles. To identify the optimal scalp position
for the FDI the coil was held tangential to the scalp with the handle
pointing backward and 45° away from the midline. With this coil posi-
tion the current flowed in a posterior-anterior direction and probably
produced D and early I wave activation of corticospinal neurons (Sakai et
al., 1997). The TMS coil was held to the head of the subject by one of the
experimenters. TMS measurements included motor evoked potentials
elicited by motor cortical (MEPs) and cervicomedullary (CMEPs) stim-
ulation, resting motor threshold (RMT), and suppression of voluntary
EMG by subthreshold TMS (svEMG).

MEPs. RMT was defined as the minimal stimulus intensity required to
induce MEPs �50 �V peak-to-peak amplitude above the resting back-
ground EMG in at least three of five consecutive trials in resting muscle
(Rothwell et al., 1999). During grasping, MEPs were tested using RMT
intensity. Single TMS pulses were delivered at 4 s intervals in sets of 10
separated by resting periods as needed. Thirty MEPs were tested during
grasping in each position in a pseudorandomized order.

CMEPs. The corticospinal tract was stimulated at the cervicomedul-
lary level (n � 9) by using a double-cone magnetic coil over the back of
the head. The stimulation intensity was set to elicit a CMEP in the FDI
muscle between 0.5 and 1 mV (86.6 � 14.1% of maximal stimulator
output) during grasping in the neutral position. Thirty CMEPs were
tested during grasping in each position in a pseudorandomized order.

F-waves. Motoneuron excitability (reflected by F-wave amplitude and
persistence) was measured (n � 7) by using supramaximum stimulus
intensity to the ulnar nerve on the ulnar side of the wrist (200 �s pulse
duration; DS7A, Digitimer) in all muscles tested. The anode and cathode
were 3 cm apart and 1 cm in diameter with the cathode positioned prox-
imally. The stimuli were delivered at 1 Hz at an intensity of 150% of the
M-max. For each trial, we quantified peak-to-peak amplitude (expressed
relative to the M-max) and F-wave persistence (number of F-waves pres-
ent in each set). Mean background EMG activity 100 ms before stimulus
artifact was subtracted from each F-wave. We identified an F-wave as
present if a response with a proper latency (minimum of 20 ms for FDI,
APB, and ADM) had an amplitude �20 �V above background. Sixty
F-waves were tested in each condition. Measurements were tested during
grasping in each position in a pseudorandomized order. F-waves were
also tested in the APB muscles by moving the stimulating electrode to the
median nerve at the medial part of the wrist using supramaximum stim-
ulus intensity in each position. We observed the same result in the
F-waves in the APB muscle with ulnar and median nerve stimulation.

svEMG. TMS at an intensity below MEP threshold applied during
voluntary contraction suppresses EMG activity (svEMG). It is thought
that the svEMG activity reflects activation of cortical inhibitory mecha-
nisms (Butler et al., 2007). The svEMG (n � 10) was first measured in the
FDI muscle during grasping with the hand in the neutral position. At
first, the stimulus intensity was increased in small steps until the svEMG
was present without evoking short-latency facilitation. Using the same
stimulus intensity the svEMG was also present on the APB (n � 8) and
ADM (n � 4). The onset of the svEMG was determined by visual inspec-
tion and by using a horizontal cursor showing the mean rectified EMG
before the TMS artifact as a reference. svEMG onset was defined as the
time-point when the mean rectified EMG activity dropped below the
mean (for 10 ms) and the end of the svEMG as the time-point when
the EMG returned through this level. The area of the svEMG was mea-
sured between the onset and offset of the svEMG using the following
formula: svEMG area � [(background mean rectified EMG � svEMG
duration) � au_svEMG], where background EMG is the mean ampli-
tude rectified EMG for 100 ms prestimulus period, and au_svEMG is the
area under the rectified svEMG. After that, the svEMG area was normal-
ized against the prestimulus EMG level [svEMG area normalized to pre-
stimulus EMG � svEMG area/(background mean rectified EMG �
mean duration of svEMG); Bunday et al., 2014]. Mean duration (FDI �
20.6 � 6.5 ms, APB � 19.7 � 7.1 ms, ADM � 12.6 � 3.1 ms; p � 0.15)
and latency (FDI � 32.0 � 9.4 ms, APB � 31.2 � 6.9 ms, ADM � 32.3 �

7.3 ms; p � 0.8) of svEMG across muscles were similar in all tasks. The
interstimulus interval for TMS pulses was 1 s. Seventy-five trials were
tested in each condition.

Data analysis. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed
to determine the effect of task (neutral, pronation, supination) and mus-
cle (FDI, APB, ADM) on cortical MEPs, CMEPs, F-wave persistence and
amplitude, background mean EMG activity, and CV. The same analysis
was conducted to assess the effects of task and muscle controls (PT, LB,
BR) background mean EMG activity. Two-way ANOVAs were per-
formed to test the effect of task and muscle on svEMG. Additional re-
peated ANOVAs were performed on each group separately as needed.
Pairwise comparisons were used to test for significant comparisons be-
tween intensities. A Pearson correlation analysis was used as needed.
Significance was set at p � 0.05. Group data are presented as the mean �
SD in the text.

Results
EMG
Repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of mus-
cle (F(2,56) � 17.4, p � 0.001), but not task (F(2,56) � 1.7, p � 0.22)
nor in their interaction (F(4,56) � 1.0, p � 0.32) on mean rectified
EMG activity. Subjects were able to maintain similar EMG activ-
ity in the FDI (p � 0.31), APB (p � 0.28), and ADM (p � 0.37)
across tasks. We found no effect of muscle (F(2,24) � 1.8, p � 0.2),
task (F(2,24) � 0.6, p � 0.5) nor in their interaction (F(4,24) � 2.2,
p � 0.1) on mean rectified EMG activity (Table 1). The CV was
larger for the ADM compared with the FDI (p � 0.03) and APB
(p � 0.02) muscles (Table 1) but no differences were found
across tasks (F(2,56) � 1.7, p � 0.22).

MEPs
Figure 2 illustrates MEPs from a representative participant tested
during grasping with the hand in different directions. Note that
the size of MEPs in the FDI but not in the APB and ADM muscles
decreased when the hand was pronated and supinated compared
with the neutral position. Repeated-measures ANOVA showed a
significant effect of task (F(2,56) � 17.4, p � 0.001), muscle (F(2,56) �
87.9, p � 0.001) and in their interaction (F(4,56) � 16.7, p � 0.001)
on MEPs size. The FDI MEP size was significantly decreased
when the hand was pronated (76.2 � 17.6%) and supinated
(71.5 � 20.4%) compared with the neutral position (p � 0.001).
No differences were found in the APB and ADM MEP size across
tasks. A control experiment, where individuals needed to exert
EMG activity into index finger flexion (neutral � 0.024 � 0.01
mV, pronation � 0.025 � 0.01 mV, supination � 0.020 � 0.01
mV, p � 0.2), whereas the wrist was held in different orientations
with the hand elevated, revealed no differences in MEP size across

Table 1. EMG activity and CV

Neutral Pronation Supination

Mean rectified EMG (mV)
FDI 0.022 � 0.02 0.022 � 0.01 0.021 � 0.02
APB 0.022 � 0.032 0.008 � 0.008 0.030 � 0.01
ADM 0.009 � 0.005 0.012 � 0.01 0.009 � 0.005
PT 0.009 � 0.01 0.009 � 0.006 0.008 � 0.009
LB 0.005 � 0.003 0.005 � 0.004 0.007 � 0.004
BR 0.007 � 0.004 0.007 � 0.003 0.006 � 0.001

CV EMG
FDI 1.1 � 0.2 1.1 � 0.3 1.1 � 0.3
APB 1.1 � 0.1 1.0 � 0.1 1.1 � 0.2
ADM 1.4 � 0.2 1.3 � 0.2 1.3 � 0.2
PT 0.5 � 0.2 0.4 � 0.1 0.4 � 0.2
LB 0.4 � 0.1 0.3 � 0.1 0.4 � 0.2
BR 0.3 � 0.03 0.3 � 0.1 0.3 � 0.05
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muscles (F(4,28) � 1.1, p � 0.4). The size of the FDI MEPs was
0.92 � 0.6 mV when force was directed in the neutral position,
0.89 � 0.5 mV in the pronation and 0.96 � 0.6 mV in the supi-
nation direction.

svEMG
Figure 3A illustrates mean rectified EMG in the FDI muscle dur-
ing subthreshold TMS in a representative subject. Note that at
similar levels of mean rectified EMG activity before TMS artifact,
there is less EMG suppression (Fig. 3A, period between dotted
lines) when grasping with the hand pronated or supinated com-

pared with the neutral position. ANOVA tests showed a signifi-
cant effect of task (F(2,57) � 3.2, p � 0.04), muscle (F(2,57) � 13.8,
p � 0.001), and in their interaction (F(4,57) � 3.7, p � 0.01) on the
svEMG area. In the FDI muscle, the svEMG area was less sup-
pressed during pronation (81.2 � 10.8% of baseline EMG levels)
and supination (83.8 � 7.2%) compared with the neutral posi-
tion (75.4 � 8.1%; Fig. 3B). The same result was observed if the
same window was used for analysis across conditions (F(2,18) �
10.6, p � 0.01; svEMG area during pronation � 79.4 � 10.8% of
baseline EMG; supination � 83.1 � 7.3%; neutral position �
74.3 � 8.1%). In contrast, no differences were observed in the

Figure 2. MEPs tested in the first dorsal interosseous (A), abductor pollicis brevis (B), and abductor digiti minimi (C) muscles in a representative subject during grasping with the hand in the
neutral position (black traces), pronation (blue traces), and supination (red traces). Traces show the average 30 rectified MEPs. The arrow indicated the onset of the MEP suppression. Group data are
shown in bar graphs (n � 15). The abscissa shows the hand posture tested (neutral, pronation, supination). The ordinate shows the MEP size in millivolts in each position tested. Error bars indicate
SE; *p � 0.05.
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svEMG area in the APB (neutral � 78.8 � 8.4% of baseline EMG;
pronation � 77.1 � 8.7% of baseline EMG; supination � 80.2 �
6.5% of baseline EMG; p � 0.4) and ADM (neutral � 83.8 �
8.4% of baseline EMG; pronation � 84.5 � 9.8% of baseline
EMG; supination � 82.5 � 5.9% of baseline EMG; p � 0.5)
muscles across conditions. The onset (F(4,57) � 1.6, p � 0.2) and
duration (F(4,57) � 1.0, p � 0.4) of the svEMG and background
rectified EMG area (F(4,57) � 1.9, p � 0.1) did not differ between
conditions across muscles. A negative correlation was found be-
tween FDI svEMG area and MEPs size during grasping in all
conditions tested (r � �0.47, p � 0.01; Fig. 3C). Thus, individ-
uals with smaller MEPs were those who showed less suppression
during the svEMG.

CMEPs
Figure 4 illustrates an example of CMEPs in the FDI muscle in a
representative participant. Note that CMEP size remains similar
across tasks. In all subjects tested, the latency of CMEPs was signifi-
cantly shorter than MEPs elicited by TMS (CMEPs � 17.7 � 1.3 ms,
MEPs � 21.2 � 1.0 ms; p � 0.01) indicating that the stimulation
activated corticospinal axons distal to the motor cortex. ANOVA
tests showed no effect of task (F(2,60) � 0.2, p � 0.7), muscle (F(2,60)

� 0.3, p � 0.7) and in their interaction (F(4,60) � 1.2, p � 0.3) on

CMEP size indicating that CMEPs remained unchanged during
grasping in all conditions tested. Background EMG amplitude was
similar between conditions across muscles (F(4,60) � 1.2, p � 0.3).

F-waves
The maximum M-wave was similar across muscles (FDI �
20.2 � 2.5 mV, APB � 17.2 � 2.2 mV, ADM � 18.2 � 1.6 mV;
p � 0.1). Repeated-measures ANOVA showed no effect of task
(F(2,24) � 1.6, p � 0.2), muscle (F(2,24) � 0.7, p � 0.5), and in their
interaction (F(4,24) � 0.3, p � 0.8) on F-wave amplitude. Simi-
larly, when comparing F-wave persistence we found no effect of
task (F(2,24) � 1.1, p � 0.4), muscle (F(2,24) � 0.6, p � 0.5), nor in
their interaction (F(4,24) � 0.9, p � 0.5). Background EMG am-
plitude was similar across tasks in all muscles tested (F(2,24) � 1.0,
p � 0.4).

Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that excitability of corticospinal and
cortical circuits involved in controlling the FDI muscle during a
precision grip is influenced by the posture of the hand. We found
that the size of MEPs evoked by cortical stimulation in the FDI,
but not in the APB and ADM muscles, was reduced during grasp-
ing when the hand was pronated and supinated compared with

Figure 3. svEMG. A, Raw EMG data in a representative subject showing the svEMG elicited by subthreshold TMS recorded in the first dorsal interosseous muscle during grasping (neutral position,
black traces; pronation, blue traces; supination, red traces). Seventy-five traces were averaged in each condition. The onset and offset of the svEMG is shown between dotted lines and the area
underneath the au_svEMG (see Materials and Methods for detailed description). The horizontal dotted line showed the mean rectified EMG activity 100 ms before TMS artifact. B, Graph shows group
data (n�10). The abscissa shows the grasping posture tested (neutral, pronation, supination) and the ordinate shows the normalized area of the svEMG (see Materials and Methods). C, Graph shows
a correlation analysis between MEPs size and the svEMG with responses normalized to the mean value across conditions for each measurement. Error bars indicate SE; *p � 0.05.
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the neutral position. Notably, MEP suppression was present from
the MEP onset, suggesting that indirect corticospinal pathways
were less likely to be involved than direct connections. Intracor-
tical inhibition decreased to a similar extent during hand prona-
tion and supination and was inversely correlated with changes in
MEP size. In contrast, cervicomedullary MEPs and F-waves re-
mained unchanged across conditions, as did MEPs evoked dur-
ing unopposed finger flexion. Thus, the effect of hand posture on
the excitability of corticospinal output to hand muscles varies

according to the task being performed, as well as the role of the
muscle in the task.

Orientation of the hand during grasping
A first intriguing question that arises from our results is why
MEPs were suppressed in the FDI but not in the APB muscle
during object grasping. Previous evidence showed that the ma-
jority of intrinsic hand muscles display activity that correlates
with low levels of precision grip force (Maier and Hepp-
Reymond, 1995). Therefore, if our effect was only related to
changes in the grasping direction one would expect that MEPs, at
least in the APB, would also change. The lack of change in MEP
size in the APB muscle indicates that other factors might have also
influenced our results. Biomechanically, during grasping with the
index finger and thumb, the FDI contributes to flexion at the
metacarpal joint, which is one of the primary actions for this
muscle; whereas the APB and other thumb muscles have a variety
of actions. Indeed, it has been shown that during a precision grip
the intrinsic muscles of the thumb behave quite differently from
each other (Maier and Hepp-Reymond, 1995). The function of
the APB in grasping is less clear because its pulling directions do
not allow a direct grip force production, suggesting that this mus-
cle might have a more stabilizing role (Chao et al., 1976), whereas
the FDI might contribute to the fine grading of forces during
grasping (Maier and Hepp-Reymond, 1995).

Our results suggest that muscles with different contributions
to a task are affected in different ways by hand posture. Physio-
logical differences existing in connections from the motor cortex
to the FDI and APB could also account for this. In nonhuman
primates, a single corticomotoneuronal cell can facilitate intrin-
sic hand muscles with close functional relation but spike-evoked
responses from the same corticomotoneuronal cell were not
found in the FDI and APB muscles (Buys et al., 1986). Thus, if
corticomotoneuronal projections contributed to our effects, as
suggested by the fact that FDI MEP suppression was present from
MEP onset, it would be quite possible for MEPs to be modulated
differentially in the two muscles. In our previous study where we
showed the contribution of subcortical pathways to precision
grip, the suppression of the MEP was evident 1–3 ms after its
onset (Bunday et al., 2014) supporting the notion that MEPs can
be used to detect the effects of inputs from more and less direct
pathways to spinal motoneurons during our task.

A second intriguing question is why MEPs in the FDI muscle
were suppressed when grasping was performed with the hand
supinated or pronated compared with the neutral position. This
result is consistent with previous evidence in nonhuman pri-
mates showing that motor cortical cell activity changes according
to the direction of a finger movement (Schwartz, 1992) and the
position of the wrist joint (Thach, 1978). Indeed, in human sub-
jects corticospinal excitability in hand muscles is modulated in a
distinct manner by changing the orientation of the wrist and
shoulder (Dominici et al., 2005; Gagné and Schneider, 2007).
Evidence also shows that the neural drive to FDI changes accord-
ing to the mechanical effectiveness of this muscle (Hudson et al.,
2009). Thus, in our study grasping the object with minimal EMG
activity in both planes might result in different challenges for the
FDI muscle in terms of stability. With the hand in the supinated
or pronated positions, the safety factor for the object slipping is
quite small, because the “slip exit” between the fingers and the
object is narrower than the center of the gripping area, whereas in
the neutral position there is a larger possibility for slipping the
object since the slip exit is larger. The reduced control needed
during pronation/supination to prevent slipping may mean that

Figure 4. CMEPs. A, Raw EMG data in a representative subject showing MEPs elicited by
cervicomedullary stimulation recorded from the first dorsal interosseous, abductor pollicis bre-
vis, and abductor digiti minimi muscles during grasping. Traces show the average 30 rectified
CMEPs. B, In the graph (n � 9), the abscissa shows the grasping posture tested (neutral,
pronation, supination) and the ordinate shows the MEP size in millivolts in each position tested.
Error bars indicate SE; *p � 0.05.
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the corticospinal contribution to the task is reduced. Another
possibility is that the observed changes are related to modifica-
tions in muscle length and tension. This is supported by evidence
showing that the corticospinal pathway may control motor ac-
tions by shifting spatial frames of reference during different
upper-limb positions at similar levels of background EMG activ-
ity (Raptis et al., 2010). The changes in the interdependence of
muscle forces between fingers during grip may also lead to the
observed changes in corticospinal excitability. However, the sim-
ilarities in the CV in the FDI and APB muscles suggest that it is
less likely that small adjustments in index finger and thumb
forces across tasks contributed to our results. Also, when MEPs
were tested controlling for changes in posture and gravity, by
asking subjects to perform unopposed index finger forces in the
same plane as in the precision grip, no changes in MEP size were
found making this possibility less likely.

Neuronal mechanisms
We found a decrease in intracortical inhibition as measured by
the svEMG during grasping when the hand was oriented in pro-
nation and supination compared with the neutral position. This
result agrees with previous findings showing that activity in in-
tracortical circuits is modulated during hand motor skills (Nor-
dstrom and Butler, 2002). Thus, hand posture could directly
modulate the excitability of intracortical inhibitory neurones, re-
ducing inhibition and increasing direct control of cortical output
to the FDI muscle. In a previous paper (Bunday et al., 2014), we
argued that a smaller MEP during precision grip was due to sup-
pression at spinal cord of indirect contributions to the MEP
which increased the importance of direct corticospinal con-
trol. Reduced svEMG could thus reflect reduced inhibitory
control of this output in parallel with its increased importance
in precision grip.

It could also be argued that the activity in spinal cord circuits
might contribute to the direction of grasping. Evidence has
shown that the activity of some spinal interneurons shows a clear
preferred direction during a force generation task (Shalit et al.,
2012). However, we found no changes in the size of CMEPs
across tasks. MEPs evoked by cervicomedullary stimulation acti-
vate the axons of pyramidal tract cells in the subcortical white
matter and likely reflect changes occurring at subcortical levels
(Taylor and Gandevia, 2004). The firing rate of motor units is
determined by spinal mechanisms (Lüscher et al., 1979) and this
is not affected by force direction at small levels of FDI muscle
contraction (Enoka et al., 1989). We also found no changes in the
amplitude and persistence of the F-waves in all muscles across
tasks. The results of the F-wave measured during voluntary activ-
ity are difficult to interpret because an increase in motoneuron
excitability by voluntary contraction increases the amplitude of
the H-reflex and decrease the number of motoneurons able to
produce an F-wave due to the increasing number of collisions
between antidromic action potentials and H-reflex discharges in
slowly conducting motor axons (Hultborn and Nielsen, 1995).
Although, F-waves are produced by a limited number of mo-
toneurons and commonly involve higher threshold motoneu-
rons (Espiritu et al., 2003), whereas CMEPs recruit lower
threshold motoneurons, the fact that CMEP size and F-waves
remained similar across conditions, supports the view that it is
less likely that the decrease in MEP size was related to changes
occurring at spinal motoneurons. Because MEPs evoked by TMS
and by cervicomedullary stimulation activates some of the same
corticospinal axons (Taylor et al., 2002), it is likely that our results
involve a cortical origin.

In conclusion, we previously showed (Bunday et al., 2014),
using the FDI muscle, that the gain of motor cortical inputs to
spinal motoneurons during precision grip was modulated via
GABAb-ergic mechanisms within the spinal cord. The present
results demonstrate that superimposed on this overall control is a
cortical pattern of modulation in which the excitability of corti-
cospinal output to FDI depends on the orientation of the hand
relative to the body. In contrast, corticospinal excitability during
unopposed finger flexion is not modulated by hand posture. The
use of external reference frame parameters related to hand action
might represent an avenue to shape excitability in cortical circuits
during skilled human movement.
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